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World Politics Simulations in a Global Information Age

Table 6.1. Schedules for World Politics Interactions
Plan 1: Face-to-Face

Plan 2: Cyber

Plan 3: Hybrid

Rationale for
choice

Time for on-campus meetings is
limited
Preference for a face-to-face
simulation

Consecutive rounds provide time
and opportunity for progressive
acquisition of knowledge, better
practice, development of skills,
and attainment of deeper understanding of the topics involved

An attempt to maximize the benefits
of both cyber and face-to-face
platforms to advance the learning
experience of simulation participants
Diverse consecutive rounds provide even more time and a variety
of opportunities for progressive
acquisition of knowledge, better
practice, development of skills, and
attainment of deeper understanding of the topics involved

Number of
rounds

Single round

Two rounds
The schedule is identical for each
round
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Schedule Aspect

Two and a half hours

Duration of the A single round with no break
interim break
between rounds

Two weeks or more

Duration of
break between
sessions

Half an hour
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One month or more
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Two

Two

Two

Half an hour

Half an hour, for both cyber and
face-to-face sessions

Duration of each Two and a half hours
session within
the round

Two hours

Two hours for cyber rounds
Two and a half hours for the
face-to face round

Timing of break- After the first session
ing news session

After the first session within each
round

After the first session within each
round

Duration of
breaking news
session

Half an hour

Half an hour
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Number of sessions within
a single round

Cyber round: two and a half hours
Face-to-face round: up to six hours
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Duration of each Up to six hours
synchronous
round

Three rounds: two on a cyber platform and one face-to-face
The schedule for the cyber rounds
is identical to plan 2 in the table
The schedule for the face-to-face
round is identical to plan 1 in the
table

Half an hour

chronous world politics round begins. In the latter, there
is a risk that the long interval between the lecture and
the simulation date would erode the momentum of the
new and surprising information contained in the opening
scenario. But if you rely on supplementary cyber aids for
your face-to-face simulation or run world politics rounds
on social networks, you can free yourself and your students from the impact of physical constraints on schedule
decisions and present the opening scenario online whenever you decide. Your students can access the scenario
at any time that is convenient for them and revisit their

team’s plans before they act in world politics. We suggest
that you post the scenario on the website or social network and send it by e-mail two days before the world
politics round begins, to preserve an enthusiastic mood
for the start of diplomatic and other exchanges and still
leave some time for readjustment of policy plans.
Though schedule considerations allow some flexibility,
you need to take the duration of your course into account
before you plan your simulation, as discussed in chapters 2 and 4. The duration of world politics sessions may
vary from a couple of hours to several days, depending

